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Process of Suggested to Defined Lists
• 2016: NEMSIS TAC developed “suggested lists” of codes for elements utilizing standards
developed by national organizations.
• Lists were organized in a hierarchical fashion, in two‐steps (parent and child codes),
promoting software developers to utilize code “drill‐downs” for ease of use.
• Use of suggested lists was not mandatory and uptake was sporadic.
• 2019: NEMSIS TAC evaluated the codes included in the suggested lists, by comparing them to
codes actually submitted in 2018 through mid‐2019 (36 million records) and revised the
2016 suggested lists to reflect the most commonly used codes.

Development
• A work‐group consisting of the NEMSIS TAC, State EMS Data Managers, and
stakeholders participated in the Spring 2020 v3 Implementation meetings to discuss
and approve a process to require the use of the 2019 Suggested Lists.
• Of the 22 NEMSIS v3 elements utilizing standardized terminology code sets, nine
elements have no associated list but implement defined code patterns to implement
lists such as ICD‐10‐CM, SNOMED‐CT, RxNorm, and LOINC*.
• For the remaining 13 elements, suggested value lists become “defined”
(i.e., “Required Use”).
*See https://www.nlm.nih.gov/healthit/index.html for more information on
HHS Clinical Terminology Standards.
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Defined Lists
• Refined the suggested list of values to those most often used.
• Defined lists must be presented to the clinician at the time of
patient care documentation.
• Improve the accuracy of documentation by eliminating obscure,
redundant and frivolous values.

Injury Information ‐ Injury Cause ICDs.ICD Name

277
different
Cause of
Injury
codes
used for
fall.

Count of Events

1 Fall on same level from slipping, tripping and stumbling

3,690,649

2 Accidental fall NOS

1,203,055

3 Other slipping, tripping and stumbling and falls

702,835

4 Fall from bed

418,646

5 Unspecified fall, initial encounter

357,579

6 Fall from chair

330,101

7 Fall (on) (from) unspecified stairs and steps

305,347

8 Other fall from one level to another

246,526

9 Fall on same level, unspecified

161,805

10 Slipping, tripping and stumbling without falling

92,365

11 Fall from or off toilet

90,415

12 Fall from other furniture

90,229

22 Falling over animal

9,592

23 Fall from tree
24 Fall from, out of or through building, not otherwise specified

9,436
8,989

25 Other and unspecified fall on same level

8,728

33 Animal‐rider injured by fall from or being thrown from horse in noncollision accident

5,704

34 Fall (on)(from) sidewalk curb

5,640

35 Fall, jump or diving into water

90 Fall from tree, initial encounter

161

91 Fall into swimming pool

161

92 Fall into hole

141
141

95 Fall through floor

136

96 Slipping, tripping and stumbling without falling due to stepping on animal

135

97 Fall from, out of or through building, not otherwise specified, initial encounter

133

98 Fall in (into) shower or empty bathtub, initial encounter

123

99 Striking against unspecified object with subsequent fall

122

100 Fall from playground swing
101 Fall from other furniture, initial encounter
102 Fall down embankment (hill), initial encounter

120
118
103

Fall on same level from slipping, tripping and stumbling with subsequent striking against other sharp
103 object

103

104 Slipping, tripping and stumbling without falling due to stepping from one level to another

103

105 Fall on same level from slipping, tripping and stumbling with subsequent striking against sharp glass

97
92

5,521

106 Fall on same level from slipping, tripping and stumbling with subsequent striking against sharp object

5,341

107 Fall from motorized mobility scooter, initial encounter

54 Fall (on)(from) incline

1,034

108 Fall from other pedestrian conveyance

55 Fall on and from stairs and steps

1,034

109 Fall on and from scaffolding, initial encounter

56 Fall from bed, initial encounter

1,003

36 Fall from cliff

159

Fall on same level from slipping, tripping and stumbling with subsequent striking against unspecified
93 sharp object
94 Striking against other object with subsequent fall

110 Fall from cliff, initial encounter

91
90
89
88

57 Fall from motorized mobility scooter

990

111 Fall from skateboard, initial encounter

82

70 Fall from, out of or through balcony

398

112 Striking against sports equipment with subsequent fall

80

71 Fall from snow‐skis

382

72 Fall from or off toilet without subsequent striking against object
73 Fall (on)(from) sidewalk curb, initial encounter
74 Fall from other rolling‐type pedestrian conveyance

350
347
331

75 Fall (on)(from) escalator, initial encounter

299

76 Other cause of strike by thrown, projected or falling object, initial encounter

297

113 Fall from babystroller

74

114 Fall from dock

74

115 Fall due to grocery cart tipping over

71

116 Fall from ice‐skates
117 Fall while being carried or supported by other persons, initial encounter

71
66

118 Slipping, tripping and stumbling without falling, unspecified, initial encounter

66

119 Fall from snow‐skis, initial encounter

64

77 Fall from or off toilet without subsequent striking against object, initial encounter

289

120 Fall on or from jungle gym

63

78 Other cause of strike by thrown, projected or falling object

282

121 Fall from in‐line roller‐skates

62

79 Fall from, out of or through roof, initial encounter
80 Fall from scooter (nonmotorized)

270
256

122 Fall (on)(from) escalator

61

165 Fall on board Hovercraft (on open water)

13

166 Fall on board sailboat

13

238

261 Fall into other water striking water surface causing drowning and submersion

1

82 Fall (on) (from) unspecified stairs and steps, initial encounter

226

277 Struck by falling object on sailboat

1

83 Fall on or from other playground equipment, initial encounter

216

84 Fall on or from other playground equipment

207

85 Asphyxiation due to cave‐in or falling earth

204

86 Fall from stairs and steps due to ice and snow

204

81 Animal‐rider injured by fall from or being thrown from horse in noncollision accident, initial encounter

87 Fall from mobile elevated work platform [MEWP]

203

88 Fall from snowboard

187

89 Fall from, out of or through flag‐pole

183

Implementation
• These defined lists are expected to be presented to clinicians in the EMS field
software’s graphical interface.
• Values outside of defined lists are allowed through existing defined code patterns.
• Standard code “roll‐ups” are provided by the NEMSIS TAC allowing all reported
codes at the National and State‐levels to be properly aggregated for performance
assessment and research purposes.
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Data
Manager
Question

Flexibility

Lists are designed to include greater than 90% of needed codes to
document a patient encounter. Agencies can build upon these lists, if
needed.
They are not intended to capture the nuances of localized care from every
corner of the nation.
For instance, Colorado will need to reflect ski injuries while California
documents more surfing injuries.

Hierarchy Structure
This is a sample of the Defined List codes for Primary and Secondary Impression
(eSituation.11 and .12).
General classification

PARENT

Cardiovascular

More precise description

EMS DESCRIPTION

ICD‐10 CODE

ICD‐10 DESCRIPTION

Angina (pain related to heart)

120.9

Angina pectoris, unspecified

Arrhythmia

I49.9

Cardiac arrhythmia, unspecified

Cardiac arrest

I46.9

Cardiac arrest, cause unspecified

Chest pain, NOS

R07.9

Chest pain, unspecified (not angina)

Myocardial Infarction, NOS

I21

Acute myocardial infarction

See complete lists here: https://nemsis.org/technical‐resources/version‐3/version‐3‐resources/

Elements with Defined Lists
Procedures
eProcedures.03 ‐ Procedure
sConfiguration.03 ‐ Procedures Permitted by the State
dConfiguration.07 ‐ EMS Agency Procedures
Medications
eMedications.03 ‐ Medications Administered
sConfiguration.04 ‐ Medications Permitted by the State
dConfiguration.09 ‐ EMS Agency Medications

Symptoms
eSituation.09 – Primary Symptom
eSituation.10 ‐ Other Associated Symptoms
Impressions
eSituation.11 ‐ Provider’s Primary Impression
eSituation.12 ‐ Provider’s Secondary Impressions
Causes of Injury (eInjury.01)
Incident Location Types (eScene.09)

https://nemsis.org/technical‐resources/version‐3/version‐3‐resources/
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State/Optional Elements with Suggested Lists
History
eHistory.06 – Medication Allergies
eHistory.07 – Environmental/Food Allergies
eHistory.08 – Medical/Surgical History
Activity
eSituation.17 – Patient Activity
No Suggested List: eHistory.12 – Current Medications
https://nemsis.org/technical‐resources/version‐3/version‐3‐resources/

Impact to Stakeholders
EMS Clinicians
• Field software products should have a minimal list
with a logical hierarchy to select appropriate values
for documenting a patient encounter.
State/Territory Offices of EMS
• May require training with agencies and field
clinicians.
• Not a required addition to the State Schematron.
• No requirement to modify state validity rules to
incorporate Defined Lists.
• No impact to the new NEMSIS v3.5.0 standard.

EMS Software Vendors
• EMS software vendors will be required to
demonstrate that their software can present
the Defined Lists during v3.5.0 software
compliance testing*.
• EMS software vendors will need to
demonstrate their process for an agency or
state to add a value that is needed for their
particular area.
• NEMSIS will NOT dictate how a software user
interface will present codes, but will validate
the ability of EMS software to implement
Defined Lists.
*https://nemsis.org/technical‐resources/version‐3/v3‐compliance/

Field Software Examples
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Field product with the v3.5 Defined List implemented

User View

Administrative View

Maintenance Process
• Review Board
o State, Software Vendor, Clinician
• Frequency
• Automation
• Education/Support Materials
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Resources
Defined Lists for Required Elements: https://nemsis.org/technical‐resources/version‐3/version‐3‐resources/
Informational
•

Suggested to Defined Lists General Overview: https://nemsis.org/wp‐content/uploads/2021/04/NEMSIS‐Suggested‐to‐Defined‐Lists‐
General‐Overview_04.2021v4.pptx

•

Suggested to Defined Lists Info‐Sheet: https://nemsis.org/wp‐content/uploads/2021/04/Suggested‐lists‐4‐22‐21c.pdf

Process
•

Outline of the Process Moving NEMSIS Suggested Lists to Defined Lists: https://nemsis.org/wp‐content/uploads/2020/08/Outine‐of‐
Process‐moving‐NEMSIS‐Suggested‐Lists‐to‐Defined‐Lists.pdf

•

Use of Defined Lists for Specific NEMSIS Elements: https://nemsis.org/wp‐content/uploads/2020/08/Use‐of‐Defined‐Lists‐for‐Specific‐
NEMSIS‐Elements‐V2.pdf

Technical
•

External Standards Maintenance white paper: Technical aspects of “roll‐up” and implementation.

Any questions?
Email:
nemsis@hsc.Utah.edu

Visit NEMSIS.org
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